
 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 
WARRANTY AND RATING INFORMATION 

 

 

PRODUCT: The Heavy-Duty BADASS Hinge (CI3500) 

WARRANTY: 

SHUT IT Gate Hardware is proud to offer the best warranty in the industry for all of its wheel, hinge and 
guide products.  For The Heavy-Duty BADASS Hinge (CI3500) SHUT IT Gate Hardware guarantees 
all machined components (body, spacers and yokes) for the life of the gate on which it is originally 
installed.   SHUT IT! Gate Hardware also guarantees on all remaining components (including bearings) 
for a period of five (5) years from date of original installation.   

SHUT IT Gate Hardware products are guaranteed to be free of defects in both workmanship and 
materials.  SHUT IT Gate Hardware’s liability under all warranties, express or implied, shall be limited to 
replacement of defective goods.  Failures due to normal use and weather wear as well as defects 
caused by acts of God are not covered under this warranty.  Defective goods must be returned to our 
headquarters in Tucson, Arizona, unless otherwise agreed upon by SHUT IT Gate Hardware’s returns 
department. As standard in the industry, Counsel’s warranty is based on proper installation, including 
adherence to our weight capacities.  Additionally, any modification of products or improper installation 
will void the warranty. 

RATING: 

ALL SHUT IT GATE HARDWARE PRODUCT RATINGS ARE INTENDED FOR INFORMATIONAL 
PURPOSE ONLY AND ARE NOT EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED GUARANTEES. 

The Heavy-Duty BADASS Hinge (CI3500) has been given a rating of 3,000 lbs per hinge.  Our 
ratings are principally based on the Basic Dynamic Load ratings provided and guaranteed by our 
bearing manufacturers.  For Heavy-Duty BADASS Hinge (CI3500) each bearing has a BDL rating in 
excess of 1000 lbs and each hinge utilizes three bearings for a load capacity in excess of 3000 lbs.  
After we initially determined the BDL of our products we spent nearly 2 years testing the hinges in 
actual field installations to determine what we believe is a properly conservative capacity for each 
product.  
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